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QUESTION 1

Which two new vSphere 6.5 features enable an Administrator to locate configuration options when creating or editing
host profiles more easily than in previous versions? (Choose two.) 

A. Add the configuration option to favorites. 

B. Search for the configuration option. 

C. Navigate the option tree. 

D. Copy the configuration option from a different profile. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator is using virtual machine encryption in their vSphere 6.5 environment. The Key Management Server
(KMS) has experienced a critical failure. Which two statements are true about VM encryption when the KMS is not
available? (Choose two.) 

A. VMs will shut down gracefully in the event of a KMS outage as a proactive measure to prevent data theft. 

B. VMs which were running at the time of the KMS failure will continue to run. 

C. If an ESXi host is rebooted, it will be unable to power on encrypted VMs until KMS connectivity is restored. 

D. vCenter Server will continue to distribute encryption keys as long as it is not rebooted while the KMS is unreachable. 

E. ESXi hosts within the same cluster will share keys with one another while the KMS is unreachable. 

Correct Answer: BC 

If the KMS is unreachable, the VMs running at the time of KMS failure will continue to run. Another fact is if an ESXi host
is rebooted, it will not power on encrypted VMs until KMs connectivity is fully restored. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three are supported upgrade processes for ESXi host? (Choose three.) 

A. using vSphere Auto Deploy 

B. using a TFTP server 

C. using Update Manager 

D. using an ESXCLI command 

E. installing from CIFS share 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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QUESTION 4

Which three statements are correct regarding booting an ESXi Host from Fibre Giannel SAN? (Oioose three.) 

A. Direct connect topology is supported. 

B. Multipathing to a boot LUN on an active-passive array is supported. 

C. ESXi hosts do not require local storage. 

D. Each host must have its own boot LUN. 

E. Hosts can share one common boot LUN. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.storage.doc/GUID-
8FAD881D7A00-43C9-AB69-66DC7816968C.html When you use boot from SAN with multiple ESXi hosts, each host
must have its own boot LUN. If you configure multiple hosts to share the same boot LUN, ESXi image corruption is likely
to occur. Multipathing to a boot LUN on active-passive arrays is not supported because the BIOS does not support
multipathing and is unable to activate a standby path. The correct answers are:- ABC Direct connect topology is
supported. 

Each host must have its own boot LUN. ESXi hosts do not require local storage. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two parameters must be configured for Windows in-guest disk mirroring? (Choose two.) 

A. scsi#.returnNoConnectDuringAPD = "FALSE" 

B. scsi#.returnNoConnectDuringAPD = "TRUE" 

C. scsi#.terminateVMOnPDL = "TRUE" 

D. scsi#.returnBusyOnNoConnectStatus = "FALSE" 

Correct Answer: BD 
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